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8th WINTER SCHOOL (1980) 

UNIFORMLY CONTINUOUS SELECTIONS 

J. Vilfmovsky 

We refer to [l\ for basic concepts pertaining to uniform 

spaces. Under a space we always mean a Hausdorff uniform 

space. If V is a cover of a set X, we put St V" = V and 

for positive integers n we put Stn,LU^= lstn(x,V^); x a X \ , 
where ycStn(x,V) iff there are V] ,... ,Vn dXT such that 
vinV i + ] * 0, x€Vlf yc-Vn. 

Suppose X,Y are uniform spaces, F:X—-»-Y is a correspon
dence ( a multivalued mapping with at iSst one value in each 
point). We shall call F uniformly lower semi continuous (ulsc), 
if for every uniform cover U of Y we can find a uniform 
cover HJ" of X such that for all n6cj the cover Stnctt* refines 
F (Stnctt). Under F""1 (A) we understand as usual the set 
Ix aX; FXA A £ 0 . 

ji
lt can be easily proved that if F admits a uniformly 

continuous selection, then F is ulsc. 

We restrict ourselves to Eanach spaces Y. At first we 

present an easy but useful proposition. 

Preposition: Let F be a correspondence from a uniform space X 

into a 3anach space Y such that ^-JFxjx^xV is bounded in Y. 

Then F is ulsc iff ?~1(U) is a uniform cover of X for all 
uniform covers Û of Y. 

The first theorem we want to present here is an analogue 
of Michael's continuous selection theorem (see £M])• A uni
form space X is said to have the property (I,), if for every 
uniform cover %L of X there is a family ̂ C . of nonnega-
tive uniformly continuous functions such that: 

, (i} £)^ a(x); ae-Af- = I forallxfcX 
(ii) The mapping x *-»|<pa ̂

x^af$A
 i s uniforraly continuous 

into IT(A) 

(iii) The family jC0Z(faVa A refines ^X . 

The examples of spaces having the property (1-) are for instan 

ce topologically fine spaces or spaces having a basis of 



finite-dimensional covers. On the other hand no infinite-

dimensional normed space has the property (1«) (see [Z*]). 

Theorem SI: Suppose X is a uniform space with property (1*), 

Y is a Banach space, F:X—»Y is a ulsc correspondence such 

that all Fx are convex and U^Fx; X€X\ is bounded. Then for 

every £ > 0 there is a uniformly continuous mapping ^P:X—>Y 

such that dist(^(x), F(x))<£, for all xfcX. 

Theorem S1 gives something less than a selection, but 

it can be shown that even if Fx are closed and all other 

assumptions of S1 are fulfiled, the selection neednot exist. 

On the other hand if we restrict ourselves to some special 

Banach spaces Y, we obtain better selection theorems. 

Theorem S2: ([pVJ) If F is a closed-convex valued ulsc cor

respondence from an arbitrary uniform space into the real 

line, then F admits a uniformly continuous selection. 

Theorem S3: Suppose X is a uniform space, Y is a Banach space 

of type C(K), where K is compact extremally disconnected, 

F:X~—*Y is a ulsc correspondence such that all Fx are closed 

balls (with possibly infinite radii). Then F admits a uniform

ly continuous selection. 

Now we mention several applications of selection theo

rems. Having a uniformly continuous mapping f on a subspace 

A of X ranging in a Banach space Y, to find a uniformly con

tinuous extension of f over X means nothing more than to 

find a uniformly continuous selection from the correspondence 
r-,f(x)Tif xc A 

F(x) 

Y if xi.A 

Therefore we obtain immediately from S1-S3 the following ex

tension theorems: 

Theorem El: Suppose X has the property (I-), f a uniformly 

continuous bounded mapping from a subspace of X into a Banach 

space. Then f can be uniformly extended over X. 

TV̂ is theorem was proved firstly by P.Ptdk using standart 

partitions of unity technique, the first example of a Banach 

space such that not every bounded uniformly continuous mapping 

ranging in it can be extended was constructed by -J Linden-

strauss. 

Theorem E2: Let A be a subspace of a uniform space X and let 
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h:A—»• Y be a uniformly continuous mapping into a Banach 

space of type C(K) with K compact extremally disconnected. 

Then h can be uniformly extended to X iff for every uniform 

cover HJ of Y there is a uniform coyer V" of X such that 

rT 1(St nH ) is refined by S t ^ p A for all n tea . 

Another direct application is the following approxima

tion problem: If f is a Banach-valued mapping on a uniform 

space, find the best approximation of f by a uniformly conti

nuous one. For example Hahn ^H] proved that if f is a real-

valued function on a uniform space X, € > 0 and f"" (\f(c)) 

is a uniform cover of X ( ̂ (£) is the cover consisting of 

all balls with radii £* ), then there is a uniformly conti

nuous function f such that ( f x -^fx( -£ C for all x6X. 

We are able to prove directly from S2 even much more 

Theorem: Let f be a real valued function on a uniform space 

X. Put £*0 -= i n t \ £>0 | f~ 1{^ (fi) ; is uniform^ Then there 

is a uniformly continuous function Cf> such that 

\f(x) - Y (x) U ^ c for all x£X. 

Similar results wc may obtain also from SI,S3, the only thing 

which io to pro"ffe in all the cases is to prove that the 

correspondence assigning to every point the ball with center 

f (x) and radius £^ is ulsc. c 
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